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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

 
PERMIAN BASIN PETROLEUM 
ASSOCIATION; CHAVES COUNTY, NEW 
MEXICO; ROOSEVELT COUNTY, NEW 
MEXICO; EDDY COUNTY, NEW MEXICO; 
and LEA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, 
 
  Plaintiffs, 
 
 v. 
 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, U.S. 
FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE, S.M.R. 
JEWELL, in her official capacity as Secretary of 
the Department of the Interior, DANIEL M. 
ASHE, in his official capacity as Director of the 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service, 
 
  Defendants. 
 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
Case No. 7:14-CV-00050-RAJ 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

DEFENDANTS’ ADDITIONAL FILING IN SUPPORT OF THEIR OPPOSED 
MOTION TO AMEND THE JUDGMENT  

Pursuant to the Court’s January 13, 2016, order, ECF No. 112, Defendants submit the 

following additional filing in support of our Rule 59(e) motion to amend the Court’s judgment. 

Although Defendants make this filing consistent with the Court’s order, Defendants repeat and 

preserve our previously-stated objections to Plaintiffs’ two untimely notices of supplemental 

information (ECF Nos. 102 and 1101) and the provision of a third opportunity for Plaintiffs to 

submit information and argument related to Defendants’ Rule 59(e) motion long after the court-

ordered due date for Plaintiffs’ opposition brief. See ECF No. 98 (setting briefing schedule). 

Defendants maintain that Plaintiffs’ untimely submissions should not be considered when 

deciding Defendants’ Rule 59(e) motion. However, because the Court has indicated it will 

                                                 
1 Plaintiffs’ latest notice of supplemental information (ECF No. 110) is particularly egregious, as 
its sole purpose was submission of an unsworn statement from a non-party that included not just 
factual information but also legal argument.  Moreover, Plaintiffs filed this notice after they 
represented to the Court (and Defendants) that Defendants’ Rule 59(e) motion was ripe for 
decision. See ECF No. 109. 
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consider Plaintiffs’ notices of supplemental information, Defendants provide the following 

additional information in response. 

I. There Is At Least a Serious Possibility That on Remand the Service Will Be Able to 
Substantiate a New Listing Decision for the Lesser Prairie-Chicken 

In Defendants’ Rule 59(e) motion, we ask the Court to remand the U.S. Fish & Wildlife 

Service’s (“Service”) listing of the lesser prairie-chicken as a threatened species under the 

Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) without vacatur, or at a minimum, to geographically limit 

vacatur to the Permian Basin and Plaintiff counties. ECF No. 95. Remand without vacatur is 

appropriate where there is a “serious possibility” that the Service will be able to substantiate its 

listing decision on remand. See Cent. & S. W. Servs., Inc. v. EPA, 220 F.3d 683, 692 (5th Cir. 

2000). In a declaration filed with this Court, the Service explained that “based on the information 

currently available regarding the threats to the species and the progress of the conservation 

efforts, the Service believes that there is more than a serious possibility that it would return the 

lesser prairie-chicken to the List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife on remand.” ECF No. 

95-1 (“First Shaughnessy Declaration”) ¶ 35. The Service explained in that declaration, among 

other things, that:  
 
(1) after a long decline in the species’ range and population and increasing threats, 
the Service assigned the lesser prairie-chicken the highest possible ESA listing 
priority for the species (a “listing priority number,” or LPN, of 2) (id. ¶ 2); 
 
(2) the main threat to the species is habitat fragmentation, and the lesser prairie-
chicken’s habitat is highly fragmented, with a Service analysis finding only 20 
habitat patches remaining range-wide of the size necessary to support the species 
over the long-term (greater than 21,000 acres) (id. ¶ 4);  
 
(3)  even with a recent uptick in the bird’s population (likely due to the lessening 
of drought conditions across much of its range), its population is still small, below 
even 2012 levels, and less than half of the 67,000 birds sought by the Western 
Association of Fish & Wildlife Agencies’ (“WAFWA”) Range-Wide 
Conservation Plan (“Range-Wide Plan” or “Plan”) for the species (id. ¶ 6); and 
 
(4) given the species’ continued low population numbers and still highly 
fragmented habitat, restoration of previously suitable habitat is urgently required, 
but relatively little such restoration has occurred to date (id. ¶ 15-16, 26, 32). 

In short, even with the conservation efforts now underway, the species’ status appears to remain 
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poor, the habitat remains highly fragmented, and the threats to the species remain extant. In these 

circumstances, re-listing is a very strong possibility and remand without vacatur is appropriate. 

To be clear, the Service’s assessment of the likelihood of re-listing does not mean that it 

believes that the Range-Wide Plan and other conservation efforts have had no conservation 

benefit for the species, or will not have any conservation benefit in the future. In their second 

supplemental filing, Plaintiffs submitted a recent statement by WAFWA expressing concern that 

the Service’s December 15, 2015, filing (ECF No. 107) “suggests that the agency believes the 

[Range-Wide Plan] has been unsuccessful in conserving the species.” ECF No. 110-1 at 1. 

Defendants made or implied no such suggestion.2 The Service recognizes that the Range-Wide 

Plan has conservation benefits for the species. However, participation in the Range-Wide Plan is 

voluntary, and its ultimate effectiveness in restoring the lesser prairie-chicken and its habitat to a 

healthy and secure condition continues to have uncertainties that indicate a relisting is a serious 

possibility. Even with the known and anticipated future conservation benefits of the Range-Wide 

Plan and other conservation efforts, based on current information and for the reasons stated 

above and in the Service’s declarations in support of the Rule 59(e) motion, the Service does not 

believe that the threats to the lesser prairie-chicken have been sufficiently reduced or eliminated 

such that there is no longer a serious possibility that the Service will relist the species on remand. 

Declaration of Jennifer Norris, Acting Service Assistant Regional Director, Southwest Region, 

¶12 (attached as Exhibit 1).  

In Plaintiffs’ second supplemental filing, Plaintiffs provided additional information from 

WAFWA regarding the Range-Wide Plan, including a discussion of enrollment of focal and 

connectivity habitat. ECF No. 110-1. The Service has taken that information into account, and all 

other information on the Plan that WAFWA has provided to the Service. But for all of the 

reasons stated above, the Service continues to believe that the population remains very small and 

                                                 
2 Rather, the Service’s December 15 filing only stated that the Plan has not had substantial 
success in the enrollment of suitable focal and connectivity habitat – a fact that WAFWA does 
not dispute and that the Service observed months ago in its Rule 59(e) motion, without objection 
from Plaintiffs or WAFWA. ECF No. 107 at 3; ECF No. 95-1 ¶ 33. 
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fragmented, particularly in the ecoregion containing the Permian Basin, that conservation efforts 

have not yet sufficiently reduced or eliminated the threats to the species, and that there is more 

than a serious possilibity that it would return the species to the list of threatened and endangered 

species on remand. Norris Declaration ¶ 12. Plaintiffs and WAFWA have not shown otherwise. 

Indeed, Plaintiffs conceded that until the Service completes a new analysis, “no one knows 

whether the LPC is threatened.” ECF No. 83 at 1 n.5. WAFWA stated after vacatur of the listing 

decision that the lesser prairie-chicken’s population “is still low compared to historical numbers 

and the threats to the lesser prairie-chicken and its habitat still exist.” See attached Exhibit 2 

(emphasis added). For all of these reasons, remand without vacatur is appropriate. 

II. Vacatur Is Disruptive Because It Allows Continued Destruction and Fragmentation 
of Habitat and Sets Back Voluntary Conservation Efforts 

As we have explained in our prior filings, vacatur is disruptive and inequitable because it 

will accelerate the fragmentation and destruction of lesser prairie-chicken habitat, ultimately only 

making it more difficult to reach the point where the protections of the ESA are not necessary for 

this species. In two prior declarations, the Service identified several examples of signficant 

development in lesser prairie-chicken habitat that is likely to go forward. First Shaughnessy 

Declaration ¶ 19, 21; ECF No. 100-1 (“Second Shaughnessy Declaration”) ¶ 3, 4. In their 

response to Plaintiffs’ first supplemental filing, Defendants also have provided publicly available 

data confirming that such development is occurring, has already occurred, or is imminent. ECF 

No. 107 at 4-5. In addition, since the Service’s previous two declarations to the Court, the 

Service has learned of several additional prospective wind projects in Oklahoma and Kansas that 

would occur in currently suitable habitat for the species. Norris Declaration ¶ 14(a). The Service 

has also recently confirmed, through a communication between a Service employee and the 

project consultant, that the dairy farm in Prowers County, Colorado – previously identified in 

Defendants’ briefs as a prospective project in occupied lesser prairie-chicken habitat – in fact 

went forward, resulting in the removal or loss of that habitat for the species. Norris Declaration ¶ 

14(b); First Shaughnessy Declaration ¶ 19(a). 

In their second supplemental filing, Plaintiffs provided a statement from WAFWA that 
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“the argument and independent reports suggesting that development is imminent or occurring” in 

lesser prairie-chicken habitat are “speculative and/or misinformed.” ECF No. 110-1 at 11. The 

Service disagrees. As an initial matter, the information provided by Plaintiffs from WAFWA 

regarding the alleged status of some of the wind energy projects identified by the Service is itself 

speculative, unsupported by any correspondence or declaration. Id. at 12. When discussing these 

projects, Plaintiffs’ filing does not even refer to them by name or identify the developers 

providing the alleged information, making it difficult for the Service to respond, at best. Id.3 And 

even if the developers of some of these projects now purport to tell WAFWA that they currently 

do not intend to go forward, there is nothing stopping them from changing their mind at any time 

and going forward without adequate protections for the species. That is what vacatur allows. 

Late yesterday, the Service also received letters from the developers of two of the six 

wind energy projects that the Service identified in its prior declarations. The developers argue 

that their projects (the Roosevelt and Vici wind farms) pose no threat to the species and accuse 

the Service of providing “inaccurate” information. See attached Exhibit 3 (“Vici Letter”) and 

Exhibit 4 (“Roosevelt Letter”). The Service strongly disputes that its concern regarding the 

impacts of these two projects on the species is misplaced. As the Vici wind farm developer 

shows in a map attached to its letter, the project extends into the area that represents the 

estimated range of the species plus a ten-mile buffer established by WAFWA. Vici Letter at 

Attachment A. WAFWA explained that it established this buffer because “[lesser prairie-

                                                 
3 For example, the statement by WAFWA alleges that “[t]wo of the companies referenced in the 
FWS filing informed WAFWA that they had consulted directly with the FWS on their projects” 
and speculates that “FWS may have not included additional communications with those 
companies and misrepresented the company’s actions and intentions.” ECF No. 110-1 at 12 
(emphasis added). WAFWA has not named the projects or companies in question, let alone 
identified any specific alleged misrepresentation by the Service. The Service disputes that it has 
knowingly provided any inaccurate information regarding wind energy projects. As indicated in 
the attached declaration, the Service is aware of one wind energy project (the Roosevelt project) 
where correspondence from the company was not transmitted to the appropriate Service staff, 
leading to confusion regarding whether any active leks would be affected by construction. 
Following proper receipt of this communication, the Service is approaching the company to 
resolve the ambiguity. Norris Declaration ¶ 14(c). See also Exhibit 4 at Attachment A. 
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chickens] are currently recorded as much as 30 miles beyond the northern boundary of the 

historic range, and the current estimated occupied range varies from year to year as a function of 

shifting habitat, population size and detectability. We included the 10-mile buffer around the 

estimated occupied range to account for these sources of variability.” See Administrative Record 

at F000275. The map provided by the Vici project developer also shows that the project is only 

about six miles from focal habitat identified by the Range-Wide Plan (Unit No. 12) and not much 

farther from connectivity habitat identified by the Plan (Unit No. 111). Vici Letter at Attachment 

A.4 The map further shows that the project includes suitable habit for the species, identified by 

habitat modelling. Id.5 Similarly, the developer of the Roosevelt project concedes that the project 

resulted in impacts on habitat for the species designated as CHAT 2 and 3 by WAFWA. 

Roosevelt Letter at 2. CHAT 2 is connectivity habitat, while CHAT 3 is suitable habitat within 

the occupied range. Administrative Record at F000303-04. The developer of the Roosevelt 

project also mistakenly assumes that the ESA only prohibits “take” of “individuals of the 

species,” not “impacts to habitat.” Id. Contrary to this flawed assumption, as we previously 

explained, the “take” prohibitions of the ESA do extend to habitat modification or degradation 

where it actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly impairing essential behavioral patterns, 

including breeding, feeding or sheltering, see 50 C.F.R. §17.3 and Babbitt v. Sweet Home 

Chapter of Cmtys. for a Great Or., 515 U.S. 687 (1995), and the Service protected against those 

impacts by listing of the lesser prairie-chicken. ECF No. 107 at 7. 

The developers of the Roosevelt and Vici projects also have not obtained concurrence 

from the Service for their conclusions about impacts on the species or any measures taken to 

minimize impacts on the species. To the best of the Service’s knowledge, the developer of the 

                                                 
4 The Service originally stated that it believed the Vici project was “in or near” two other units of 
connectivity habitat (Unit Nos. 108 and 109). That is not inaccurate given that the project is only 
about 20-25 miles from those units. In any event, the project is even closer to two other units of 
equally important focal and connectivity habitat (Unit Nos. 12 and 111). 
5 The developer asserts that the habitat is “marginal,” Vici Letter at 4, but much of the species’ 
habitat is now marginal, i.e., fragmented, and what is needed for conservation of the species is 
restoration of precisely such habitat. 
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Vici project has had no communications with the Service prior to its January 26 letter, and 

instead concluded without any Service input that the species would not likely be impacted. While 

the developer of the Roosevelt project had some discussions with the Service, it admits that it 

located turbines using a buffer of only two miles from lesser prairie chicken lek sites, when the 

Service advised using three miles. See Roosevelt Letter at 3. The Service advises a buffer of 

three miles based on the scientific literature. See ECF No. 107 at 7, n.4 and Exhibit 9 at 1 (first 

sentence of the second paragraph). This demonstrates the Service’s concern that with vacatur, 

there is no requirement for private developers to heed the Service’s advice, enroll in the Service-

approved Range-Wide Plan or, alternatively, undergo the more rigorous and thorough permit 

process available for listed species under ESA Section 10, in which the Service, with its 

biological expertise, determines what impacts exist and what protections are necessary for the 

conservation of the species. 16 U.S.C. § 1539. In the absence of listing, developers are free to 

“make their own calls,” which are not necessarily based on a proper and full understanding of the 

science and law.6 

The Service also disagrees with the claim that the wind energy projects identified by the 

Service would not have a “demonstrable impact” because they would cause only a small amount 

of habitat loss relative to the species’ total range. ECF No. 110 at 12. Several of these projects 

are located in or near focal and connectivity habitat prioritized for protection by the Range-Wide 

Plan. Second Shaughnessy Declaration ¶ 3. Even if members of the species are not currently 

found in certain areas, suitable habitat that lies in close proximity to focal and connectivity 

habitat is important to the species. The species’ numbers are very low and its habitat is already 

highly fragmented. First Shaughnessy Declaration ¶ 4, 26. On these facts, the loss and 

fragmentation of even relatively small amounts of existing and suitable habitat can easily put the 

                                                 
6 In their letters, the developers fault the Service for not reaching out to them sufficiently, but 
they misapprehend how the ESA is intended to work. Were the species listed, developers would 
be required to adopt Service-approved conservation measures such as the Range-Wide Plan, or to 
proactively reach out to the Service and obtain any necessary individual ESA Section 10 permit 
for the activity. Listing puts the burden on the developer, which is another reason vacatur has 
such a negative real-world impact in this case. 
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species on a path towards a “death spiral” from which it cannot recover, as the Service has seen 

for similar prairie grouse species such as the now-extinct heath hen and endangered Attwater’s 

prairie-chicken. Norris Declaration ¶ 6, n.1. See also First Shaughnessy Declaration ¶ 4 (stating 

that the species is “exceptionally vulnerable to small changes on the landscape, especially at its 

currently reduced numbers”). 

In any event, the Service’s argument that vacatur is disruptive and inequitable goes far 

beyond the specific examples of wind energy development cited by the Service. The Service also 

identified ESA Section 7 consultations with other federal agencies regarding projects that affect 

lesser prairie-chickens and their habitat. First Shaughnessy Declaration ¶ 21. When a species is 

protected under the ESA as threatened or endangered, these consultations occur to ensure federal 

agency actions will not jeopardize the continued existence of the species or adversely modify or 

destroy its designated critical habitat. As the Service explained, consultations related to the lesser 

prairie-chicken are no longer going forward due to vacatur of the listing decision. Id. See also 

Norris Declaration ¶15. Indeed, the Service has learned that in Oklahoma alone, there are at least 

seven pending highway improvement projects with federal involvement in suitable lesser prairie-

chicken habitat where the vacatur will prevent the Service from requiring appropriate mitigation 

measures as part of an ESA consultation. Norris Declaration ¶15(b). In addition, given that 

potential developers have no legal requirement to communicate with the Service in the absence 

of listing, there is every reason to believe that projects other than those known to the Service are 

proceeding without sufficient protections for the species. At the hearing, Plaintiffs themselves 

identified such protections as “injury” that some developers logically would seek to avoid unless 

required by listing. ECF No. 104 at 36. 

Given the continuing poor status of the species and its fragmented habitat, any significant 

development without adequate protections for the species will ultimately set back conservation 

efforts. That is neither in the public interest nor consistent with the purposes of the ESA. Courts 

have recognized that remand without vacatur is appropriate in such circumstances. Davis Cnty. 

Solid Waste Mgmt. v. EPA, 108 F.3d 1454, 1459 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (denying vacatur where it was 
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“likely that [vacatur] . . . will result in significantly greater pollution emissions than would occur 

if these emission standards were not vacated.”); Endangered Species Comm. of Bldg. Indus. 

Ass’n v. Babbitt, 852 F. Supp. 32, 42 (D.D.C. 1994) (denying vacatur of an ESA listing because 

of potentially irreparable harm to the public interest “if the Secretary’s eventual decision is to 

continue the bird on the threatened species list.”). 

III. Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons and those set forth in our prior submissions, the Court should 

grant the Service’s motion to amend the Court’s judgment and remand the listing decision for the 

lesser prairie-chicken without vacatur. In light of the continuing poor status of the species and its 

habitat, the conservation efforts and their anticipated benefits have not yet reached the point 

where there is not a serious possibility of relisting the species on remand. With vacatur, 

development is continuing to occur in lesser prairie-chicken habitat without assurance of 

adequate protections for the species, worsening the species’ already imperiled state and delaying 

the point where the protections of the ESA are not necessary for this species. A remand without 

vacatur would provide protections for the species during the remand. 
 
Dated: January 27, 2016 Respectfully submitted, 

 
JOHN C. CRUDEN 
Assistant Attorney General 
SETH M. BARSKY 
Section Chief 
KRISTEN L. GUSTAFSON 
Assistant Section Chief 
 

           CLIFFORD E. STEVENS, JR. 
Trial Attorney 
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I hereby certify that on January 27, 2016, I electronically filed the foregoing with the Clerk 

of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send notification of this filing to the attorneys 

of record.  

 
/s/ H. Hubert Yang    
H. HUBERT YANG, Trial Attorney 
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